
CHAPTER 2

   

The Four Seasons
Concerto No. 4 in F Minor, Op. 8, RV 297, "L’inverno" (Winter)

1. Allegro non molto

Antonio Vivaldi, 1678-1741

1. LISTEN

II. A LITTLE HISTORY
At the begmn'm'g of the 18th century, the city of

Venice had already grown m'to the beautiful city that
we know today, attractin'g many tourists to see its
water canals and gorgeous palaces. The arts were
flourishin'g, and the 160,000 full-time Venetians
could attend concerts at no fewer than seven full-
time opera houses!

But even with all of these professional concert
halls, the best music could be heard in one of the
four orphanages for girls of the city. These were not
like orphanages you may have seen in shows like
Oliver or Annie: the girls lived m' very comfortable
and opulent surroundings and were given the best
education available. Music was a large part of this
education, and they became so accomplished that

 

the orphanage’s orchestra built a reputation of being
the best one in a city that already boasted the best
music of the time. As a matter of fact, they were so
good that the nobility would even try to pay the
orphanage to take their daughters as music students!

Antonio Vivaldi grew up in this musical
environment. He took violin lessons from his father,
who was a violinist in the orchestra of one of the large
churches of Venice, San Marco Basilica. He became
an excellent violinist, regarded later in life as one of
the best in the world. He was also very interested in
the church, and so studied to become a priest. He
had flamm’g red hair, and this trait along with his
interest in the priesthood earned him the nickname
"i1 prete rosso” —”the red priest.”

When he f1ru"shed his studies
and was ordained in' 1703, he
realized that his asthma would
prevent him' from being able to
recite an entire mass, so heins'tead
got a job as a violim'st at one of the
four musical gir'ls’ orphanages.
He later also became their music
director and composer, and
though he traveled throughout
Europe playing the violin and
composm'g music, he continued
to work for the school for the next
forty years, writing for them 500
pieces of music! He lived in an
era when people expected to hear
new music often, and he could
compose it very quickly. There
is a story that he once boasted
he could compose faster than
anyone could copy his music.

Gala Concert in Old Procuralory for Czar's Daughter by Francesco Guardi
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III.MUSICAL CONCEPT
In Vivaldi’s time, all of the music was absolute music. This means that it was meant to create pleasing and

entertaining sounds that could be enjoyed for their own sake. No other meaning was attached to the music,
so all the pieces were named “sonata,” “symphony,” “quartet,” etc. We will learn what these words mean in a
later chapter. For now, you can see that these titles are merely generic titles that do not mean much more than
a description of what kind of piece they are.

In 1720, Vivaldi decided to use his music for more than that; he wanted to use it to describe something
from the world around him. He chose to describe the four seasons in music. No one had ever heard anything
like it before, especially not with “serious” concert music.l These pieces would become the first of what would
eventually be called programmatic music, music that has a non-musical meaning attached to it; this meaning
can be a story, an object, or a character. This is the music’s program.

IV. ABOUT THE PIECE
The Four Seasons is a set of four concerti. A concerto (plural concerti) is a long piece of music played

by one 5010 instrument and an orchestra which can sometimes play together, and at other times takes
turns, making the music sound almost like a conversation. It is usually made up of three or four shorter
pieces that are called its movements. Vivaldi wrote hundreds of concerti for the orphanage girls to perform
during their famous concerts.

The piece we are studying is the first movement of the fourth concerto in the set, Winter. To help the
musicians understand how these concerti describe the different seasons, Vivaldi wrote poems that were
printed with the music. Here is the stanza that goes with the movement we heard:

To tremblefrom cold in the icy snow,
In the harsh breath of a horrid wind;
To run, stamping our feet every moment,
Our teeth chattering in the extreme cold.’

Each line of this poem is depicted vividly by the instruments. The orchestra begins the movement by playing
short, repeated high notes that are perfect to remind the listener of the icy cold and the trembling we feel 1n'
the winter:
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1 Antonio Vivaldi, The Four Seasons, Op. 8, Nos. 1-4, ed. Eleanor Selfridge-Field (NewYork: Dover, 1999) xiii.
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‘

After a few seconds, the solo violin starts playing, moving up and down very fast like the horrid
winter wind:

[:1 Track 2.2

 

What can we do to stay warm m' such a cold wind, but stamp our feet and run in place? This is how Vivaldi
chose to describe this activity:

D Track 2.3
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And of course, no matter how much we try to stay warm, it is still so cold! 50 our teeth chatter:

D Track 2.4

  

      
V. MUSIC HISTORY

Before Vivaldi wrote these concerti, a few other composers had experimented with composing pieces that
had a program, but all of their attempts were very simplistic. The best ideas they had found were to ask
the musicians to imitate animal sounds in comical ways. But Vivaldi wanted to write serious music, so he
figured out how to combm'e the characteristics that were associated with good music with his depictions of
the seasons. Like we learned in the previous chapter, one of those characteristics was the form of the music.

For this first movement of this concerto, he chose to use a form that was very popular in the Baroque
period, the ritomello form. You can think of the Italian word "ritomello" as "little returning thing.” A piece
written using the ritomello form consists of alternating sections between the orchestra and the soloist, and can
be represented using this graph:

Ritornello 1 Ritornello 3 u Ritornello 4

The full orchestra always plays the ritornellos, and the solo violin plays all the solos. This makes up a
whole movement with seven distinct sections that we can easily hear because of the contrast (see Chapter 1)
that exists between them. Two main characteristics will help you notice this contrast:

1. The difference between sections played by the soloist and by the orchestra.
2. The difference in the music—for example, some sections sound faster and others slower.

  Ritomello 2    
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This form organizes the music m'to a concerto that is well-balanced and qualifies as the "serious music”
that Vivaldi wanted to write. But he also incorporated the programmatic characteristic by assignm'g some of
these sections to the lm'es of his poem. Here is how the composer Chose to combine them:

Ritomello 1 "To tremble from cold 1n' the icy snow”

Solo 1 “In the harsh breath of a horrid wind”

Ritomello 2 "To run, stampm’g our feet every moment”

Solo 2
Ritomello 3
Solo 3
Ritomello 4

"Our teeth chatterm'g m' the extreme cold”

VI. FACTS TO REMEMBER
The composer of The Four Seasons is Antonio Vivaldi.
Vivaldi lived and worked m' Venice, Italy.

Absolute music is music written for its own sake, without any external meaning attached to the music.

Programmatic music is music written to describe a story, a character, or an object.

The subject of a programmatic piece of music is its program.

.G‘P‘PPP!‘ A concerto is a piece of music played by one solo m'strument and an orchestra. It is usually made up of
three or four shorter pieces.

>1 The m'dividual pieces that make up a concerto are called movements.
8. The ritomello form features one section that keeps returning, altematln'g with other sections.

VII. LISTEN AGAIN
El Try to hear the form of the piece by listening for the contrast between the sections of the piece. Focus on

the difference between the solo violm' and the full orchestra.
El Try to recognize the different lines of the poem and how Vivaldi depicted the icy snow, the cold wm'd, the

stampm’g feet, and the chattering teeth.
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